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1 IntroductionRecently, the study of braiding quantum gates has attracted much attention[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The Bell matrix generating all the Bell states from theproduct basis (or the computational basis) was recognized [1] to be a four-by-foursolution to the braided Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) [9, 10]; later it was shown toprovide a universal (two-qubit) quantum gate [2]. Higher dimensional solutions tothe YBE, called the generalized Bell matrices in [8], were used to introduce thebraiding quantum gates that generate the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ)states [11] for an even number of qubits from the product basis. In addition,Yang{Baxterization [12, 13] of the generalized Bell matrix has been used [8] toderive a Hamiltonian that describes unitary evolution of the GHZ states of aneven number of qubits.The GHZ states are known to be the simplest multipartite maximally entan-glement sources and have been widely exploited in quantum information theory(see, e.g. [14, 15, 16]). In particular, the GHZ states may act as ancillas in fault-tolerant operations [17]. In this paper we study some algebraic and topologicalaspects of the braiding quantum gates that generate the GHZ states, for an arbi-trary (particularly an odd) number of qubits. The motivation is to help establishconnections between the GHZ states and topological quantum information pro-cessing and topological quantum computation, in which the braiding quantumgates are known to play a pivotal role [2, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Essentially our presentpaper presents generalization of a recent paper by Franko, Rowell and Wang [5].In that paper the images of the unitary braid group representations generatedby the 4 � 4 Bell matrix, corresponding to a two-qubit braiding quantum gate[2], have been identi�ed through extension of representations of the extraspecial2-groups. The decomposition of reducible braid group representations into theirirreducible constituents have also been determined, and it has been shown to beclosely related to the well-known Jones representations [22, 23] at 4th roots ofunity, associated with the SU(2)2 model for topological matter states (see, e.g.[24]). In the present paper we generalize these results to the construction { againthrough extraspecial 2-groups { of higher dimensional unitary braid group rep-resentations that give rise to the braiding quantum gates acting on an arbitrary(particularly an odd) number of qubits and generating multi-qubit GHZ statesfrom the product basis. We also carry out the Yang-Baxterization of the newbraid group representations, which can be used to describe unitary evolution ofthe GHZ states of any number of qubits. Possible connections with quantumerror correction and topological quantum computation will be discussed in theconcluding section.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we record our notationalconventions and introduce the relevant braid groups and a generalized form ofthe Yang-Baxter Equation. Section 3 contains the main mathematical resultsdescribing how one obtains unitary representations of braid groups from thoseof extraspecial 2-groups and how the latter may be constructed from almost-2



complex structures. In Section 4 we explain how to obtain GHZ states from theproduct (computational) basis using the braid representations found in Section3, as well as their unitary evolution under the Hamiltonians derived via Yang-Baxterization [12, 13]. Section 5 is devoted to concluding remarks on relevanceof extraspecial 2-groups and the GHZ states to quantum error correction andtopological quantum computation, while the Appendix describes for interestedreaders a generalized version of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation developed inthis paper.2 PreliminariesWe use 11 to denote the identity operator and 11m the m�m identity matrix. Thesuperscripts � and y, respectively, denote the complex conjugation and Hermitianoperation of a matrix (or a complex number). The symbol �ij is the Kroneckerfunction of two variables i; j, which is 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. The function�(k) is de�ned by �(k)�(k) = 1; �(k)�(�k) = �1; (2.1)which has solutions �(k) = �1, �(�k) = �1, and either �k = �k or �k = 2n� k + 1depending on the convention used for the range of k or �k. The tensor productA 
 B of the matrices A = (Aij) and B = (Bkl) is de�ned by the convention(A
B)ik;jl = AijBkl.The symbol AJ1J2 denotes a matrix having the following matrix entries,(AJ1J2)�a;�b; �; � = J1; J1 � 1; � � � ;�J1; a; b = J2; J2 � 1; � � � ;�J2; (2.2)where J1; J2 are integers or half-integers. The matrix AJ1J2 has the followingoperator presentation, also denoted as AJ1J2 , in terms of Dirac kets and bras:AJ1J2 = J1X�=�J1 J1X�=�J1 J2Xa=�J2 J2Xb=�J2(AJ1J2)�a;�bj�aih�bj; (2.3)where the kets jf�ig or fjaig form an orthonormal basis, respectively, in 2J1 +1and 2J2 + 1 dimensional Hilbert space:J1X�=�J1 j�ih�j = 11(2J1+1); J2Xa=�J2 jaihaj = 11(2J2+1); (2.4)where h�j�i = ��� and hajbi = �ab.The Pauli matrices �x; �y; �z have the conventional forms�x = � 0 11 0 � ; p�1�y = � 0 1�1 0 � ; �z = � 1 00 �1 � : (2.5)
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Artin's braid group Bn on n strands has the well-known presentation in termsof generators b1; : : : ; bn�1 satisfying the far-commutation relationbibj = bjbi; ji� jj � 2 (2.6)and the braid relationbibi+1bi = bi+1bibi+1; 1 � i � n� 2: (2.7)Bn has a �nite-index normal subgroup Pn generated by the conjugacy class of(b1)2. Pn is called the pure braid group and can be understood as the kernel of thesurjective homomorphism Bn ! Sn onto the symmetric group on n letters sendingthe generators bi of Bn to transpositions (i i + 1). This induces an isomorphismSn �= Bn=Pn. The term \pure braids" applied to elements of Pn is due to thefact that in the geometric formulation of Bn as braiding operators on n strands,the elements of Pn are exactly those that do not permute the strands.Relation (2.7) leads to the (braided version of the) YBE, i.e.,( �R 
 11d)(11d 
 �R)( �R 
 11d) = (11d 
 �R)( �R
 11d)(11d 
 �R); (2.8)with an invertible d2
d2 matrix �R: V 
V ! V 
V where V = Cd. The relation(2.8) gives rise to a sequence of representations (�n; (Cd)
n) of Bn:�n(bi) = 11
i�1d 
 �R
 11
n�i�1d (2.9)since clearly �n(bi) and �n(bj) commute for ji� jj � 2. This type of braid grouprepresentations was used in [8] to construct the GHZ states for an even numberof qubits.To construct the GHZ for an odd number of qubits, we will explore solutionsto a generalized version of the YBE:De�nition 2.10. Fix p with 2 � p 2 N and let l = pk. An invertible pN � pNmatrix �R is a solution to the generalized Yang-Baxter Equation if( �R
 11l)(11l 
 �R)( �R
 11l) = (11l 
 �R)( �R 
 11l)(11l 
 �R); (2.11)as operators on (Cp)
(k+N).When k = 1; N = 2, the generalized YBE (2.11) is the same as the conven-tional YBE (2.8). If k � N=2, the assignment�n(bi) = 11
i�1l 
 �R
 11
n�i�1l (2.12)de�nes a sequence of representations (�n; (Cp)
(N+k(n�2))) of the braid group Bn.Here relation (2.7) is clearly satis�ed by the �n(bi) but relation (2.6) necessitatesthe restriction k � N=2 as we will see later. In the following we are going toconsider only the case with p = 2, corresponding to qubits.Finally we will use the term almost-complex structure to mean a matrix Msuch that M2 = �11. 4



3 Extraspecial 2-groups and unitary braid group rep-resentationsIn [5], extraspecial 2-groups are seen to play a key role in studying the imagesof the braid group Bn under the representation associated with the 4 � 4 Bellmatrix. Inspired by this work, we present an approach to the GHZ states (higherdimensional generalizations of the Bell states) starting from extraspecial 2-groupsand their anti-Hermitian representations in terms of almost-complex structures.3.1 Extraspecial 2-groupsWe give a brief sketch of extraspecial 2-groups following [5]. The group Em isthe abstract group generated by e1; : : : ; em with relations:e2i = �11; eiej = ejei; ji� jj � 2; ei+1ei = �eiei+1; 1 � i; j � m� 1; (3.1)Here �11 is an order 2 central element, and we denote �11a by �a. Any elementin Em can be expressed in a unique normal form: �e�11 � � � e�mm where �i 2 Z2,and Em=f�11g �= (Z2)m. It is clear from this normal form that Em has order2m+1.A group G of order 2m+1 with m even is an extraspecial 2-group if boththe center Z(G) (= fg 2 G : ga = ag forall a 2 Gg) and the commutatorsubgroup G0 (generated by elements of the form aba�1b�1) are isomorphic to Z2and G=Z(G) �= (Z2)m (see [25]). The commutator subgroup of Em is f�11g dueto its (anti-)commutation relations, and hence it is immediate that E2k is anextraspecial 2-group. When m is odd the center of Em has order 4. However,since Em�1 � Em � Em+1 we obtain an extraspecial 2-group from Em by addingor removing a generator, so we will call Em with m odd a nearly extraspecial2-group.The center of Em isZ(Em) = � f�11g m evenf�11;�e1e3 � � � emg m odd (3.2)For m = 2k � 1 odd, the form of the center of E2k�1 depends on the parity of k:Z(E2k�1) �= � Z2 � Z2 k even
Z4 k odd (3.3)3.2 Irreducible representations of EmIrreducible representations of Em are described in detail in [5]. We summarizethem here to establish notation, for explicit realizations, see [5]. For m = 2k,there are a unique irreducible 2k-dimensional representation which we denoteby (�1; V1), and 22k inequivalent 1-dimensional representations (�j ; Vj), j =2; � � � ; 22k + 1 of the form�j(�11) = 1; �j(�ei) = �1; i = 1; � � � 2k: (3.4)5



Note that in the right hand side of the second equation, for a �xed i there aretwo choices of the sign; altogether there are 22k choices, corresponding to 22kinequivalent representations labelled by j = 2; � � � ; 22k + 1.For m = 2k � 1, Em has 22k�1 inequivalent 1-dimensional representationsdenoted by (�j ;Wj), j = 3; � � � ; 22k�1 + 2 of the form�j(�11) = 1; �j(�ei) = �1; i = 1; � � � 2k � 1: (3.5)A note similar to that below eq. (3.4) applies here. Moreover, E2k�1 has twoinequivalent irreducible 2k�1-dimensional representations (�1;W1) and (�2;W2).The following key proposition shows that certain representations of En�1induce representations of Bn:Proposition 3.6. Let fT1; : : : ; Tn�1g be a set of k � k matrices such that:(E1) T 2i = �11,(E2) TiTj = TjTi if ji� jj > 1,(E3) TiTi+1 = �Ti+1Ti for all 1 � i � (n� 2).Then(a) The assignment �n�1(ei) = Ti de�nes a representation of En�1. Moreover,�n�1 contains no 1-dimensional subrepresentations.(b) Let �Ri = 1p2 (11+Ti), 1 � i � n� 1. Then bi ! �Ri de�nes a representationof Bn.(c) If in addition the Ti are anti-Hermitian (i.e. Ti = �T yi ), the Bn represen-tation is unitary.(d) Moreover, if n is odd, �n�1 is a direct sum of dim(�n�1)2(n�1)=2 copies of �1.Proof. Since the Ti satisfy (3.1) it is clear that �n�1 does de�ne a representationof En�1. If the central element �11 2 En�1 has image �11 then this holds for anysubrepresentation of �n�1 as well. By the explicit construction of 1-dimensionalrepresentations of En�1 in [5], �n�1 has no 1-dimensional representations since�11 acts by 1 for these representations. This proves (a). Claim (d) follows imme-diately from (a), since for n� 1 even there is only one irreducible representationof dimension more that 1, and its dimension is 2(n�1)=2.The matrices �Ri obviously satisfy relation (2.6) since the Ti satisfy (E2).Moreover, we have:p2 �Ri �Ri+1 �Ri = TiTi+1Ti + 2Ti + Ti+1 + TiTi+1 + Ti+1Ti + T 2i + 11= 2Ti+1 + 2Ti + TiTi+1 + Ti+1Ti = 2Ti+1 + 2Ti;which is symmetric under i$ i+1 so that the �Ri satisfy the braid relation (2.7),proving (b).Observing that �R�1i = 1p2(11� Ti) it is clear that if the Ti are anti-Hermitianthen the �Ri are unitary, giving (c). 6



Remark 3.7. Note that if the Ti satisfy (E1) and (E2) then the matrices �Ri =1p2(11 + Ti) satisfy (2.6) automatically, and satisfy (2.7) precisely when(E30) Ti + TiTi+1Ti � Ti+1 � Ti+1TiTi+1 = 0:While (E3) is su�cient to imply (E30), one wonders if there are other interestinggroup relations or almost-complex structures that satisfy (E30) but not (E3).Let �n�1 be any representation of En�1 satisfying the hypotheses of Propo-sition 3.6 and such that �n�1(ei) is anti-Hermitian. Then we obtain unitaryrepresentations �n of the braid group Bn via:�n(bi) = 1p2(11 + �n�1(ei)): (3.8)We wish to describe the images of �n as in [5], which is in fact a special caseof our analysis. Note the following key relations between �n(Bn) and �n(En�1):�n(bi)�n�1(ei�1)�n(bi)�1 = �n�1(ei)�n�1(ei�1);�n(bi)�n�1(ej)�n(bi)�1 = �n�1(ej) (3.9)where 1 � i�1 � n�1 and ji� jj � 2. Observing that [�n(bi)]2 = �n�1(ei) theserelations immediately imply that the restriction of �n to the normal subgroup Pnis Hn := �n(Pn) = �n�1(En�1) since Pn is generated by all conjugates of (bi)2.Now let us show that the braid group image Gn := �n(Bn) is an exten-sion of En�1 by the symmetric group Sn. We must show that the surjectivehomomorphism �0n : Sn ! Gn=Hn is in fact a bijection. For this considerthe homomorphism # : Gn ! Aut(Hn) from Gn to the automorphism groupof Hn where #(Gn) acts by conjugation (explicitly by (3.9)). Note that since#(Hn) =: Inn(Hn), the subgroup of inner automorphisms, the map # induces ahomomorphism # : Gn=Hn ! Out(Hn) := Aut(Hn)=Inn(Hn). Clearly Inn(Hn)acts on Hn by sign changes. To show that �0n is injective, it is enough to showthat # � �0n : Sn ! Out(Hn) is injective, i.e. ker(# � �0n) � Sn is trivial. Sincethe only nontrivial proper normal subgroup of Sn is An for n � 5, it is enoughto show that the images of the permutations (12), (123) and (12)(34) (for n = 4)under # are nontrivial{easily accomplished using (3.9). Thus we have an exactsequence: 11! Hn ! Gn ! Sn ! 11; (3.10)for all n � 2, where Hn ! Gn is inclusion and Gn ! Sn is induced by thequotient map and the isomorphism �0n.3.3 Representations of Em via almost-complex structuresNow we introduce almost-complex structures and construct representations ofnearly extraspecial 2-groups satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6, whichwill then give rise to representations of Bn generalizing those of [5].7



First we consider a 2n� 2n anti-Hermitian matrix M2n of the formM2n = 2nXi=1 �(i) jiih�ij; �i = 2n+ 1� i; (3.11)where the function �(i) satisfy Eqs. (2.1), and the Dirac kets jii form an or-thonormal basis. M2n satis�es (M2n)2 = �112n and (M2n)y = �M2n.In what follows, we construct two classes of representations �(i)m , i = 1; 2 forthe group Em in terms of the almost-complex structure M2n. The �rst class hasalready appeared in [8], but we summarize it here for comparison.Class (1): The almost-complex structure to be used is a (2k)2�(2k)2 matrixMJJ with complex deformation parameters qij 2 C,MJJ = JXi;j=�J �(i)qij jijih�i�jj; �i = �i; �j = �j; J = k � 12 ; k 2 N (3.12)where the �(i) may be arbitrarily chosen subject to (2.1). These matrices havealready appeared in [8] for describing the GHZ states of an even number ofobjects. For completeness we include the following, which is implicit in [8]:Theorem 3.13. De�ne a map �(1)m on the generators of Em in terms of MJJby: �(1)m (ei) = 11
i�12k 
MJJ 
 11
m�i2k ; i = 1; � � � ;m: (3.14)Then �(1)m de�nes a (2k)m+1-dimensional unitary representation of Em if andonly if the parameters qij in MJJ satisfy the following three constraints:qijq�i�j = 1; qijq�ij = qjlqj�l; q�ijqij = 1: (3.15)Proof. One checks that Ti := �(1)m (ei) is anti-Hermitian and satis�es (E1) and(E3) of Proposition 3.6 if and only if relations (3.15) hold. Relation (E2) isimmediate.In the spirit of separation of variables, we assume qij = qiqj and qi 6= 0 toobtain solutions of (3.15), qiq�i = 1; q�i = q�i; qi 2 C (3.16)and recast MJJ into a tensor product of two matrices M 02k and P 02k,MJJ =M 02k 
 P 02k; M 02k = JXi=�J �(i)qijiih�ij; P 02k = JXj=�J qjjjih�j j: (3.17)These matrices then satisfy (M 02k)2 = �112k and (M 02k)y = �M 02k as well as(P 02k)2 = 112k; (P 02k)y = P 02k; M 02kP 02k = �P 02kM 02k: (3.18)8



Remark 3.19. It should be pointed out that from an algebraic point of view wemay assume:1. qi = 1 for all i and2. �(i) = 1 for i > 0 and �(i) = �1 for i < 0.The reason is that for any choice of qi and any admissible choice of signs �(i) therepresentations of Em de�ned via MJJ is unitarily equivalent to those represen-tations of Em obtained from any other choice of qi and �(i). That is, we may �nda global unitary change of basis (via a diagonal matrix in fact) with respect towhich the matrices M 02k and P 02k may be assumed to have the form:M2k = JXi=�J �(i)ji0ih�i0j; P2k = JXi=�J ji0ih�i0j (3.20)where �(i) is as above.On the other hand, these unimodular deformation parameters can be under-stood as phase factors which play key roles in quantum mechanics, for example,the angle variable ' at the deformation parameter q 12 12 inM 12 12 is explained as anangle parameter for the rotation in the Bloch sphere, see [3, 4]. Moreover, theseunimodular deformation parameters have an interpretation in terms of Berryphases in quantum mechanics [26]. The connection to the Berry phase is thefollowing: Such phases usually can be removed by suitable unitary transforma-tions and hence are thought of as spurious; but under certain conditions in anadiabatic evolution they give rise to non-trivial boundary e�ects after periodicclosure. (For the possible relations to boundary issues (in the context of braidinggates), see also refs. [27, 28, 29].)Class (2): There are two natural ways in which to generalize Class (1) insearch of representations of Em. Firstly, we may consider more general almost-complex structures of the form M2k1 
 P2k2 where k1 6= k2. Secondly, we lookfor solutions to the generalized YBE that satisfy both (2.6) and (2.7). Taken intandem, this is a formidable problem. For simplicity and with an eye towardsGHZ states, we consider a special case: k1 = 1 and k2 = 2N�2, N � 2. Inparticular we de�neM2N =M2 
 P2N�1 = p�1�y 
 �
N�1x :Notice that this M2N does not depend on any deformation parameters or signchoices �(i). Having �xed this M2N we can construct another class of represen-tations of Em, as summarized by the following main result:Theorem 3.21. De�ne �(2)m on generators of Em by�(2)m (ei) = 11
i�12k 
p�1�y 
 �
N�1x 
 11
m�i2k ; i = 1; � � � ;m: (3.22)Then �(2)m de�nes an (anti-Hermitian) representation of Em into U(2N+k(m�1))for all m � 2 if and only if N2 � k � N � 1.9



Proof. One easily checks that M2N = p�1�y 
 �
N�1x is anti-Hermitian andsatis�ed M22N = �112N . This implies that the �(2)m (ei) are also anti-Hermitianand satisfy [�(2)m (ei)]2 = �112N+k(m�1) :Direct calculation shows that �(2)m (ei) and �(2)m (ej) with i � j anti-commute ifand only if 1 � k(j � i) � N � 1, and commute if and only if N � 1 < k(j � i).Taking j = i + 1 in the �rst condition yields 1 � k � N � 1, while for m � 3taking j = i+ 2 in the second condition produces N2 � k � N � 1.We remark that while �(2)m is a 2-parameter family of representations depend-ing on N and k, we have suppressed this dependence for notational convenience.3.4 Decomposition into irreducible representations of BnWe proceed to determine the decomposition of the unitary braid group represen-tations obtained from the representations �(i)n�1 (i = 1; 2) of En�1 into irreducibleconstituents. Since these �(i) satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6, we havethe conclusions at our disposal. Moreover, the classi�cation and formulas forirreducible representations �1, �1 and �2 of group En�1 are given in [5], so onecan easily compute their (irreducible, since the restrictions to Pn are) extensions�̂1, �̂1 and �̂2 to Bn.We consider Class (1) and Class (2) simultaneously, so that the represen-tation �n is induced from �(i)n�1 with i = 1 or i = 2. First let us consider thedecomposition of �n of Bn with n odd, so that the restriction of �n to Pn factorsover the representation �(i)n�1 of En�1 with n� 1 even. Set doi = dim(�(i)n�1)2(n�1)=2 . ThenProposition 3.6(d) implies that �(i)n�1 decomposes into irreducible subrepresen-tations as doi copies of the 2(n�1)=2-dimensional irreducible En�1-representation(�1; V1). Thus �n decomposes as doi copies of �̂1 as representations of Bn. Nowconsider n even, and set dei = dim(�(i)n�1)2n=2 . It was observed in [5] that the restrictionof �1 to En�1 decomposes as follows:ResEnEn�1(�1; V1) = (�1;W1)� (�2;W2):This together with Proposition 3.6(a) shows that �(i)n�1 decomposes as a represen-tation of En�1 into dei copies of �1��2 where �i, i = 1; 2 are the two inequivalentirreducible representations of En�1 with n even with dim(�i) = 2(n�2)=2. Thusthe Bn representation �n with n even decomposes as dei copies of �̂1 � �̂2. Forcompleteness, let us recall that dim(�(1)n�1) = (2k)n and dim(�(2)n�1) = 2N+k(n�2)so that do1 = kn2(n+1)=2 and do2 = 2N+k(n�2)�(n�1)=2 with dei computed similarly.In [5] it was shown that a renormalization of the 4�4 Bell basis-change matrixleads to a (projectively equivalent) representation of Bn that factors over the well-known Jones representation at a 4th root of unity (via Temperley-Lieb algebras).10



It is clear that the generalized Bell matrices B2k (with the case in [5] as a specialcase) may be renormalized in the same fashion to obtain the same conclusion.In particular, the matrices B2k may be used to de�ne link-invariants, which willcontain the same topological information as the Jones polynomial [22, 23] at a4th root of unity.4 GHZ states and their unitary evolution via QYBEIn [8], it was observed that GHZ states (corresponding to an even number ofqubits) can be obtained from the product basis via operators that satisfy the(conventional) YBE (2.8). In what follows we put the results of [8] into the presentcontext and describe the role played by the generalized YBE (2.11) in producingGHZ states with an odd number of qubits. Moreover, Yang{Baxterization [12, 13]is exploited to obtain speci�c Hamiltonians that give rise to unitary evolution ofthe GHZ states.4.1 Unitary basis transformation matricesThe two dimensional Hilbert space H2 spanned by eigenvectors jmi;m = �12 ofthe spin-12 operators (i.e. Pauli matrices, for example, �zj � 12i = �j � 12i), hasthe following realization of coordinate vectors over the complex �eld C2,j12 i := � 10 � ; j � 12i := � 01 � ; �j12 i+ �j � 12i = � �� � ; (4.1)which determine actions of p�1�y and �x on the basis jmi,�xjmi = j �mi; p�1�yjmi = �0(m)j �mi; �m = �m; m = �12 (4.2)where �0(12) = ��0(�12) = �1. A state vector in this H2 is usually called a qubitin quantum information theory [16].The Hilbert space H2N is isomorphic to (C2)
N and describes a physicalsystem consisting of N qubits, each qubit with two linearly independent states.It has an orthonormal basis denoted by Dirac kets j�ki, 1 � k � 2N which aretensor products of j � 12 i byj�ki � jm1; � � � ;mN i � jm1i 
 � � � 
 jmN i; m1; � � � ;mN = �12 : (4.3)Here the lower index k is a given function of m1; � � �mN , see [30],k[m1; � � � ;mN ] = 2N�1 + 12 � NXi=1 2N�i mi; (4.4)
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so that in coordinates j�ki = (0; � � � ; 0| {z }k�1 ; 1; 0; � � � ; 0| {z }2N�k )T ; (4.5)where T denotes transpose.This orthonormal basis j�ki is partitioned into two sets respectively denotedby Dirac kets j�li and j��li, 1 � l � 2N�1 and �l = 2N � l + 1,j�li = jm1; � � � ;mN i; j��li = j �m1; � � � ; �mN i; �mi = �mi; 1 � l � N: (4.6)In terms of j�li and j��li, the Hilbert spaceH2N is spanned by the 2N orthonormalGHZ states j	li of N qubits,j	li � 1p2(j�li+ j��li); j	�li � 1p2(j�li � j��li): (4.7)These GHZ states are maximally entangled states that have been widely usedin quantum information theory [11, 14, 15]. The set of all GHZ states forms anorthonormal basis of H2N .As an example, consider the Hilbert space C2
C2 for two qubits (here GHZstates are the well-known Bell states). In terms of the orthonormal product basisj�ki, k = 1; � � � ; 4, j�1i = j12 ; 12 i; j�4i = j��1i = j � 12 ;�12 i;j�2i = j12 ;�12 i; j�3i = j��2i = j � 12 ; 12 i; (4.8)where the numbering for lower indices is consistent with the convention (4.4),k[12 ; 12 ] = 1; k[12 ;�12 ] = 2; k[�12 ; 12 ] = 3; k[�12 ;�12] = 4; (4.9)Bell states have the same formulations as their conventions,j	1i = 1p2(j�1i+ j��1i); j	4i = j	�1i = 1p2(j�1i � j��1i);j	2i = 1p2(j�2i+ j��2i); j	3i = j	�2i = 1p2(j�2i � j��2i): (4.10)4.2 Unitary braid representations for GHZ statesIt is not di�cult (mathematically) to construct unitary operators U on H2N thatgenerate the GHZ states j	ji from the product basis j�ki. In quantum circuits,the gate operators are physically realized as unitary evolutions of some system.For braiding gates, we particularly want the evolution operator U to satisfy thegeneralized Yang-Baxter equations (2.11), in order to give rise to representationsof the braid group. 12



4.2.1 An even number of qubitsWe recapitulate the results of [8] for GHZ states of an even number 2n of qubits.These are associated to the (generalized) Bell matrix BJJ in terms of the almost-complex structure MJJ in Class(1),BJJ = 11(2k)2 +MJJ ; J = k � 12 ; k 2 N: (4.11)An important point is that BJJ is a (2k)2 � (2k)2 matrix, while the dimensionof the Hilbert space spanned by the GHZ states of 2n qubits is 22n. So for theGHZ states generated by BJJ to span a 22n-dimensional Hilbert space, one needsJ = 2n�1 � 12 .Thus for Class (1) with unimodular deformation parameters are chosen tobe 1, which give rise to the unitary braid representation BJJ22n :BJJ22n = 1p2(1122n +MJJ22n); MJJ22n = p�1�y 
 �
2n�1x : (4.12)The GHZ states of 2n qubits obtained by the corresponding Bell matrix on theorthonormal product basis j�ki with �0(m1) as in (4.2) are1p2(jm1; � � � ;m2ni+ �0(m1)j �m1; � � � ; �m2ni) (4.13)which leads to the unitary basis transformation matrix,BJJ22n = (j	22ni; j	22n�1i; � � � ; j	2i; j	1i): (4.14)4.2.2 An odd number of qubitsObviously, unitary braid representations in Class (1) can not yield the GHZstates of an odd number, say 2n+ 1, of qubits. But the unitary braid represen-tations in Class (2) can, via the matricesB22n+1 = 1p2(1122n+1 +M22n+1); M22n+1 = p�1�y 
 (�x)
2n; (4.15)The essential di�erences between unitary braid representations in Class (1) andClass (2) are: every strand for the braid group in Class (1) lives in the samedimensional vector space, whereas this is not always true in Class (2), e.g., forthe Bell matrix B22n+1 .The GHZ states of 2n+1 qubits generated by the Bell matrix B22n+1 in Class(2) acting on the product basis j�li and j��li have a similar form as shown in(4.13), and B22n+1 represents the unitary basis transformation matrix byB22n+1 = (j	22n+1i; j	22ni; � � � ; j	2i; j	1i): (4.16)13



For example, on the product basis j�li for three qubits the generalized Bell matrixobtained from the almost complex structure M8 = p�1�y 
 �
2x takes the form
B8 = 1p2

0BBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 1 0 0 00 0 0 �1 1 0 0 00 0 �1 0 0 1 0 00 �1 0 0 0 0 1 0�1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1CCCCCCCCCCA (4.17)
which produces all the GHZ states j	li of three qubits [11, 14, 15] and satis�esthe conditions of Theorem 3.21 with k = 2. Thus for each m � 1 one obtains1) 22m+1-dimensional representations of Bm so that 2) the action of the braidgenerators on the product basis produces (higher dimensional promotions of)GHZ states on three qubits.As a basis change operator B8 takes the basis j�li (with the usual ordering)to (j	�1i; j	�2i; j	�3i; j	�4i; j	4i; j	3i; j	2i; j	1i): (4.18)4.3 Unitary evolution of GHZ statesUnitary evolution of GHZ states as well as the corresponding Sch�odinger equa-tion can be explored with the help of Yang{Baxterization [12, 13], and this is asystematic elaboration of previous research work. Unitary evolution of Bell stateshave been discussed in detail [3, 4], while unitary evolution of GHZ states havebeen only briey sketched in [8].The quantum Yang{Baxter equation (QYBE) is of the form�Ri(x) �Ri+1(xy) �Ri(y) = �Ri+1(y) �Ri(xy) �Ri+1(x) (4.19)with x or y the spectral parameter. It is well known that one can set up an inte-grable model by following a given recipe in terms of a solution of the QYBE, see[9, 10]. At x = y = 0, obviously, the QYBE reduces to �Ri �Ri+1 �Ri = �Ri+1 �Ri �Ri+1,the same as the braid group relation (2.7), bibi+1bi = bi+1bibi+1. Hence a solution�R(x) of the QYBE always reduces to a braid group representation b = �R(0). Inother words, �R(0) = b can be regarded as the asymptotic condition of a solution�R(x) of the QYBE. Conversely, similar to a procedure of solving a di�erentialequation with speci�ed initial-boundary conditions, Baxterization [12] or Yang{Baxterization [13], represents a procedure of constructing a solution �R(x) of theQYBE (4.19) with the asymptotic condition, �R(0) = b, where the braiding b-matrix has been speci�ed. For example, for a b-matrix with two distinct eigenval-ues �1 and �2, the corresponding �R(x)-matrix obtained with Yang{Baxterizationis found to be of the form �R(x) = b+ x�1�2b�1: (4.20)14



Please refer to Appendix A of the paper [4] for more details.The unitary braid operator B derived from the almost-complex structure M(3.11), has two distinct eigenvalues � and �� and satis�es(B � � 11)(B � �� 11) = 0: (4.21)Using Yang{Baxterization, a solution of the QYBE (4.19) with the asymptoticlimit B, is �R(x) = B + xB�1 = 1p2(1 + x)11 + 1p2(1� x)M: (4.22)where the lower indices of B;M; 11 are suppressed for convenience. This �R(x)-matrix can be updated to be a unitary matrix B(x) by adding a normalizationfactor �(x), i.e., B(x) = �� 12 �R(x); � = 1 + x2; x 2 R: (4.23)As the real spectral parameter x plays the role of the time variable, theSchr�odinger equation describing the unitary evolution of a state  (0) (indepen-dent of x) determined by the B(x) matrix, i.e.,  (x) = B(x) (0), has the formp�1 @@x (x) = H(x) (x); H(x) � p�1@B(x)@x B�1(x); (4.24)where the time-dependent Hamiltonian H(x) is given byH(x) = p�1 @@x(�� 12 �R(x))(�� 12 �R(x))�1 = �p�1��1M: (4.25)To construct the time-independent Hamiltonian, the spectral parameter x is re-placed by a new time variable � by the change of variablescos � = 1p1 + x2 ; sin � = xp1 + x2 ; (4.26)so that the unitary matrix B(x) has a new formulation in terms of �,B(�) = cos �B + sin �B�1 = e(�4��)M ; (4.27)and hence the Schr�odinger equation for the time evolution of  (�) = B(�) (0) isgiven byp�1 @@� (�) = H (�); H � p�1@B(�)@� B�1(�) = �p�1M; (4.28)where the time-independent HamiltonianH is Hermitian since the almost-complexstructureM is anti-Hermitian. The unitary time-evolution operator U(�) has theform U(�) = e��M . Furthermore, with the shifted time variable �0, unitary ma-trices B(�0) and U(�0) take the same form,B(�0) = U(�0) = e��0M ; �0 = � � �4 : (4.29)15



In Class (1) , Yang{Baxterization of the Bell matrix BJJ for GHZ states of2n qubits has the formBJJ(�0) = cos �01122n � sin �0M2n 
 P2n : (4.30)De�ne j�i byj�i := j��i; j�i := j��i; j�i := j��i = j�(��1)2n+�i: (4.31)Then the unitary evolution of the GHZ state j�i is given byBJJ(�0)j�i = cos �0j�i � sin �0�(�)e'�+'v2 j��i (4.32)corresponding to the Hamiltonian HJJ = �p�1M2n 
 P2n .In Class (2), Yang{Baxterization of the Bell matrix B2n has the form interms of the Hamiltonian H2n ,B2n(�0) = e�p�1�0H2n ; H2n = �y 
 �
n�1x (4.33)which derives the unitary evolution of GHZ state j	li de�ned by (4.7),B2n(�0)j�li = cos �0j�li � sin �0�0(m1)j��li: (4.34)For example, the unitary evolution of GHZ states of three qubits determined byB8(�0) = e�p�1�0H8 have the following realization,B8(�0)j12 12 12i = cos �0j12 12 12 i+ sin �0j�12 �12 �12 i; H8 = �y 
 �
2x : (4.35)5 Conclusions and DiscussionsIn this paper we have revealed the connections between a special class of multi-qubit braiding quantum gates and extraspecial 2-groups. More concretely, wehave shown that one may associate to certain almost-complex structures anti-Hermitian representations of extraspecial 2-groups, which in turn give rise tounitary representations of the braid group factoring over extensions of 2-groupsby symmetric groups. These unitary braid representations can be used to generatethe maximally entangled GHZ states for an arbitrary number of qubits. Since thebraiding quantum gates are known to play a pivotal role in topological quantumcomputation [2, 18, 19, 21], our present work suggests that extraspecial 2-groupsshould play an important role in topological quantum computation, at least inthe analysis of quantum circuits consisting of the braiding gates that we havestudied.For example, in the Freedman-Kitaev topological model [18, 19] for quantumcomputation, the gates are realized as operators representing braids in 2 + 1dimensions. Given a gate U it is a di�cult problem to �nd a braid that (evenapproximately) realizes U . Indeed, the ubiquitous entangling CNOT gate is quite16



di�cult to achieve in this setting (see e.g. [31]). It is not known if the CNOTgate can be exactly realized in some model. Our results by exploring extraspecial2-groups suggest that in the SU(2)2 model for the topological state (see [24])realized as the state at �lling fraction � = 5=2 in the fractional quantum Halle�ect, one may obtain all GHZ states exactly. In this sense the generalizedBell matrices we have studied here are as important to topological quantumcomputation as the CNOT gate is to the quantum circuit model.We also expect that extraspecial 2-groups play an important role in the theoryof quantum error correction, which protects quantum information against noises.On one hand, the extraspecial 2-groups provide a bridge between quantum errorcorrecting codes and binary orthogonal geometry [32]. On the other hand, theyform a subgroup of the Pauli group [33], which plays a crucial role in the theoryof stabilizer codes [34]. Therefore, the new connection, that we have revealedin this paper, between extraspecial 2-groups and braid group representationssuggests possible applications of the multi-qubit unitary braiding quantum gatesin quantum error correction codes. In particular, the Jones braid representationsat a 4-th root of unity is known to be closely related to the representations ofextraspecial 2-groups [5]. While the �niteness of the braid group image precludesthe associated braiding gates alone from forming a universal gate set (in the senseof [35]), this new connection suggests in turn that quantum systems with braidingstatistics modeled by the Jones representation at 4-th roots of unity may be usedfor quantum error correction.Finally we conclude with a mathematical remark. Goldschmidt and Jones [36]use extraspecial p-groups (Heisenberg groups) to construct braid group (special-ized Burau-Squier) representations factoring over �nite symplectic groups. Al-though they work exclusively over �elds of odd characteristic and hence onlyextraspecial p-groups with p 6= 2 appear, our work may be thought of as acharacteristic-2 complement to [36] in some respects, particularly as link invari-ants are concerned.AcknowledgmentsWe thank Zhenghan Wang for participating in the early stage of this work. Y.Zhang thanks L.H. Kau�man for stimulating discussions and S.L. Braunstein forhelpful comments. E. Rowell was supported in part by NSA grant H98230-08-1-0020. Y. Zhang was supported in part by the Seed Grant of University of Utahand NSFC{10605035. Y.S. Wu was supported in part by U.S. NSF through GrantNo. PHY-0407187.Note Added: Deformations with phase parameters similar to those appearingin eq. (3.12) have been used in the context of deformed exchange statistics in 1Dsystems, leading to a deformed solution of the Yang-Baxter equation [37]. Alsothe matrix (3.11) recently appears in the context of an SL(2) invariant extensionof the entanglement measure concurrence to higher (half-integer) spins in ArXiv.17



0908.3818 ([38]). We thank the referee for pointing out these references to us.A The generalized quantum Yang{Baxter equationThe �Ri(x)-matrix in terms of the representation �n�1(ei) of the extraspecial 2-group En of the form�Ri(x) = 1p2((1 + x)11 + (1� x)�n�1(ei)) (A.1)can be shown to satisfy the QYBE (4.19). The proof is by calculation:p2 �Ri(x) �Ri+1(xy) �Ri(y) = ((1 + xy)(x+ y)11+(1� xy)(y � x)�n�1(ei)�n�1(ei+1)+(1 + xy)(1� xy)(�n�1(ei) + �n�1(ei+1))) (A.2)which is symmetric under i$ i+ 1 and x$ y so that �Ri(x) satis�es (4.19).In theClass (1) representation for En, equation (4.19) is the standard versionof the QYBE exploited in the literature, i.e.,( �R(x)
112k)(112k
 �R(xy))( �R(y)
112k) = (112k
 �R(y))( �R(xy)
112k)(112k
 �R(x))where �Ri(x) is an invertible 2k 
 2k matrix. However in the Class (2) repre-sentation for En, equation (4.19) is an example of a generalized version of theQYBE given by( �R(x)
 11l)(11l 
 �R(xy))( �R(y)
 11l) = (11l 
 �R(y))( �R(xy)
 11l)(11l 
 �R(x))where l = pk (2 � p 2 N) and �R(x) is an invertible pN 
 pN matrix, in otherwords, (4.19) is a Yang{Baxterized version of the generalized YBE (2.11).By reparameterization, the above �R(x)-matrix has an alternative expression,�Ri(�), given by �Ri(�) = 11 + tanh� �n�1(ei) (A.3)satisfying the parameter-additive (instead of multiplicative) form of the QYBE(4.19),�Ri(�1) �Ri+1(�1 +�2) �Ri(�2) = �Ri+1(�2) �Ri(�1 +�2) �Ri+1(�1): (A.4)This form is more closely related to elastic or inelastic scattering phenomena inquantum physics. Interested readers are invited to refer to [7, 8].References[1] H.A. Dye, Unitary Solutions to the Yang{Baxter Equation in DimensionFour, Quant. Inf. Proc. 2 (2003) 117-150. Arxiv: quant-ph/0211050.18
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